We set =
Rd(t)
Let T be a stopping time with respect to the natural filtration of B.
Burkholder [B] 
Moreover 03B2 can be taken equal to 2e .
(ii) For any p in (0,2) there exist two strictly positive constants bp and 03B2p
such that for any 03BB>0 and any d in N*, we have for any stopping t ime T : :
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following result.
Theorem 2 There exists a strictly positive constant c such that for every stopping time T, every d in N* and every p>0, we have : We note that (1) can be rewritten as follows :
where B is an independent copy of B.
Summing the inequalities (2) np n running through N and p being a fixed value in (0,2), we obtain the following result :
E(exp{03BB (R*d(T)p}) ~ c E( exp{03BB (2e)p dp/2 (*1)p Tp/2})
We then use the following majorizations already established in [D-E] [B] and Davis [D] 
